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Abstract
In many applications we can deploy large number of sensors spanning wide geographical areas, to monitor environmental phenomena. The analysis of the data collected by
such sensor network can help us to understand the field dynamics, and optimize the deployment of other solutions. We
define a group of sensors having similar underlying distribution over a period of time as a homogeneous region. In
this paper we propose distributed algorithms to detect such
regions, approximate their boundary with a piece-wise linear curve and track the boundary in real-time. Experimental results show the accuracy and efficiency of our detection
and tracking algorithms.

1. Introduction
Sensor networks are very useful tools for observing environmental phenomena. Typically, a large number of inexpensive sensors are deployed in some field to observe
characteristics of interest [28]. Spatial division of the field,
based on the similarity of the observed values, helps us to
understand the physical properties of the observed phenomena. We call such regions in the sensor field, homogeneous
regions. For example, an oil spill detected in the ocean is
a homogeneous region (Figure 1). The sensors deployed
around the origin of the spill can organize themselves into a
network and communicate the measurements, to detect regions of varying oil concentrations.
Recent studies propose methods for delineating homogeneous regions by a boundary [7, 27]. However, these studies assume that the underlying phenomenon measured by
the sensors can be quantified by a user specified predicate
known a priori. For example, these predicates can be of
the form “all sensors observing temperature value > 40 de∗ This research has been supported by NSF Awards 0330481 and
0627191.
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gree”, or “all sensors observing same mean temperature”.
However, in several situations we need a more generalized
grouping of the sensors, based on the sensor measurements
over a time interval.
In this work, we address the problems of detecting and
tracking such homogeneous regions in real-time when the
definition of the phenomenon is not known in advance.
Specifically, the problems we are considering are the following:
Problem 1. (Homogeneous Region Discovery) Given N
sensors monitoring an area of interest, find a group of sensors (corresponding to a region in space) such that the observations of the sensors belonging to the same group are
similar, and are different from those of other sensors.
Problem 2. (Homogeneous Region Tracking) For a given
region R defined by a set of similar sensors, track its movement over time.
Since we may be dealing with fast moving events or with
time-critical situations, we are required to meet real-time
constraints to enable timely response to the events. In order
to solve these problems, we need to address the following
issues. First, to detect homogeneous regions, we need an
efficient technique to identify sensors with similar readings.
Such a technique has to be robust against spurious readings,
and thus it has to estimate the distribution of several observations over a time interval. To be efficient it also has to
operate in an online fashion. Second, we need to provide a
formulation that allows us to define and discover homogeneous regions that differ from the surrounding area. Third,
during tracking, we require that the user is informed about
the label (i.e., the homogeneous region that the sensor belongs to) with minimum delays. Thus, we need an efficient
tracking technique where only the updates of the labels are
transmitted to the sink. Finally, we need to reduce resource
consumption in the system during detection and tracking.
This is essential in sensor networks since they are typically
low-power systems.
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Figure 1. Spread of an oil spill detected in the ocean over
time. Sensors are deployed in the ocean to detect and track
the spread of the spill.

In a typical sensor network, the energy required to transmit data is higher than the energy required to process the
data [29]. Hence it is often preferred to process the data
in-network and communicate only the aggregates or results
[15, 14]. Taking into account the above special characteristics of sensor networks, the framework we propose for
detecting and tracking homogeneous regions operates in a
distributed fashion. We assume a hierarchical, spatial decomposition of the field that enables the sensor network to
perform localized processing, and then aggregate the results
while moving up in the hierarchy. The spatial decomposition also enables real time tracking of the regions by enabling localized computation of the region labels. This is
essential for real time tracking since with local label assignment the sensors can suppress transmission of values across
the system to the sink sensor, thereby reducing delay and
energy consumption. In addition, we observe that it suffices
to monitor the movement of the boundary regions, and propose an algorithm based on a piecewise linear approximation of the boundary curve that can efficiently detect boundary lines and track their movement in a distributed manner.
The contributions of this work are as follows:
• We address the problem of detecting homogeneous regions by clustering together sensors with similar probability density functions, and we propose a distributed
approach in order to minimize the energy dissipated
through communication (Section 5).
• We achieve real-time tracking by approximating the
boundary of the homogeneous regions by a piecewise
linear curve, in a distributed manner (Section 6).
• We present experimental results to show the conditions
under which we can detect homogeneous regions with
high accuracy (Section 7).

The problem of detecting boundaries between regions in
a sensor network is addressed by Nowak and Mitra [27],
and by Chintalapudi and Govindan [7]. Both studies assume that the underlying phenomenon is known a priori.
In the first of these studies, boundary is defined as a delineation between regions of different mean values of sensor
measurements. The method partitions the field to form a
quad-tree structure, and prunes the tree back to get the tree
which minimizes the sum of squared errors. In [7], the true
boundary between the regions is approximated by an edge
of finite thickness. Sensors gather information from their local neighborhood in order to decide if they lie on the boundary. Our approach is most similar in spirit with this second
study. However, in our approach, we provide a robust computation of the region by using clustering techniques to dynamically find the regions with similar characteristics.
Ali et al. [1] propose an interesting approach to detect
and track discrete phenomena (PDT) in sensor networks. A
phenomena is said to take place in the sensor system when
a set of sensors report similar discrete readings within a
time window. Detecting phenomena with PDT is a centralized approach, demanding high energy for communication
of all the measurements from the sensors to a sink. In our
work, we consider a more general problem and we employ
a distributed approach. Hellerstein et al. [16] propose algorithms to partition the sensors into isobars, that is, groups of
neighboring sensors that have approximately equal values
during an epoch. In our case we are partitioning the sensors according to the summary of their values over a time
interval that spans several epochs. Moreover, we make no
a priori decisions as to how to group sensors together based
on their value ranges. Some recent studies propose an approach using dual space transformations, to track a non local phenomenon in sensor systems [21, 22]. This approach
exploits the fact that when a region spreads, only the sensors
at the frontier of the boundary change their region membership. Although this is an interesting approach, it is difficult
to implement it in a distributed fashion to decide which sensors should be observing and which ones can be sleeping.
There is a sizable literature on the problem of tracking
a point-target using a sensor network. An approach using
linear regression and trigonometry methods is described by
Brooks et al. [6]. A binary model for tracking a moving
object in sensor networks is presented by Aslam et al. [2].
Hwang et al. [19] propose techniques for simultaneously
tracking and maintaining identities of multiple targets. Nam
et al. [24] propose a time-parameterized sensing task model
that unlike previous models that assume that the sensing
job’s parameters are fixed at release time, allows the parameters to be described as time-varying functions. A distributed, collaborative approach is proposed with the Dy-
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Figure 2. (a) Sensor field is divided into square cells of
side a. (b) One of the sensors in the cell is selected as a
leader sensor.

namic Convoy Tree-based Collaboration framework [36].
A cluster based approach for predictive tracking in sensor
networks is proposed in [33]. In the same context, in [32]
a prediction-based energy saving scheme is proposed that
aims at reducing the energy consumption for object tracking, under the assumption that the target’s movement remains constant for a certain period of time. In the context
of real-time tracking, He et al. design a tracking framework
that guarantees an end-to-end tracking deadlines [13]. The
above studies describe efficient solutions for the problem of
tracking a mobile object, represented by a single point in
space. However our approach differs because we consider
regions with changing spatial extends.
There is also work on multicast protocols that take into
account spatio-temporal constraints [17, 18]. Finally, techniques have been proposed for clustering sensors that aim
at minimizing the network’s energy consumption [5, 35].

the leader nodes of all its sub-cells in the lower level. The
hierarchical decomposition of the sensor network, as well
as the selection of the leaders for each level of the hierarchy, can be achieved using any of the techniques proposed
in the literature [15, 26, 23]. These techniques ensure the
leadership role rotates among the nodes of the network, and
describe protocols that achieve this in an energy efficient
way.

4. Estimating the Distribution of the Data
In this section we present a general framework for identifying sensors with similar readings. The fundamental idea
is to compute an approximation of the underlying distribution of the sensor readings, and use this approximation to
estimate how similar the readings of two different sensors
are. Computing an approximation of the probability density
function (PDF) of the readings allows us to efficiently compare the measurements from different sensors and combine
the information from many sensors efficiently, thus minimizing the communication costs required to identify groups
of similar sensors.
Since we are interested in detecting changes in the distribution of the values we consider the values in a sliding window W . The size of W can be kept small, but sufficient so
that the process is robust in the presence of spurious readings. At each point in time, we want to approximate the
distribution of the data values within the sliding window.
This procedure is illustrated in Figure 3. The figure shows,
for a particular time instance, the sliding window, and the
distribution of the corresponding data.

window

3. Sensor System and Communication Model
We assume a sensor network that consists of a set of sensors (each having a location on a 2-d plane) used to monitor and report observed measurements. When we deal with
very large sensor networks, we have to consider the scalability of the query processing technique with respect to the
size of the network. To that effect, we adopt a hierarchical
organization for the sensor network, similar to the one used
in [34]. The idea is to organize the network using overlapping virtual grids. We define several tiers for the grid with
different levels of granularity, ranging from small local areas at the lowest tier, to the entire network area at the highest
tier (see Figure 2).
At each cell at the lowest tier of the grid, there is one
leader (or parent) node, that is responsible for processing
the measurements of all the sensors in the cell. Moving up
the hierarchy, the leader node of a cell collects values from
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Figure 3. Estimation of the data distribution within a sliding window.

Estimating the Probability Density Function: There are
several model estimation techniques that have been proposed in the literature, such as histograms [12], wavelets
[11], kernel density estimators [30], and others. In our
framework, we choose to estimate the distribution of the
values generated by the sensors using Kernel Density Estimators, because of the following desirable properties: (i)
they are efficient to compute and maintain in real-time

in a window streaming environment, (ii) they are nonparametric and can effectively approximate an unknown
data distribution, (iii) they can easily be combined and (iv)
they scale well in multiple dimensions.
Let M denote the set of measurements whose distribution we want to approximate, with values in the interval
[0, 1]. (This requirement is not restrictive, since we can map
the domain of the input values to the interval [0, 1].) Let R
be a random sample of M , and k(x) a function, such that
k(x)dx = 1, for all tuples in R. We call k(x) the
[0,1]
kernel function. We can now approximate the underlying
distribution f (x), according to which the values in M were
generated, using the following function
f (x) =

1 
k(x − ti ).
|T |

(1)

ti ∈R

The choice of the kernel function is not significant for
the results of the approximation [30]. Hence, we choose the
Epanechnikov kernel that is easy to integrate:

 3 
x 2
x
1 − (B
, if | B
)
|<1
4B
k(x) =
(2)
0
, otherwise
where B is the bandwidth of the kernel √
function. In order
1
to set B, we use Scott’s rule [30]: B = 5σ|R|− 5 , where
σ is the standard deviation of the values in M .
We use kernel estimators for computing online an approximation of the data distribution at each sensor. The first
step for creating a kernel estimator for a sliding window W
is to maintain online a random sample of size |R| of the set
of the values in the most recent window W . The other quantity we need for the kernel estimator is the standard deviation σ of the values in the sliding window W . Both of these
operations can be efficiently supported in a data streaming
environment[31].
We use the “chain-sample” algorithm for producing a
uniform random sample of size |R|, of a sliding window
W (with |R| ≤ |W |). The algorithm [3] starts with an initial random sample, and proceeds as follows. For each point
in the sample, it picks at random the next element from the
data stream that will replace it. The only restriction is that
the new value must replace the old one, before the old one
expires from the sliding window (that is, they should not
be more than N values apart in the stream). The memory
requirement is O(|R|).
The estimate for the standard deviation of the sliding
window is computed using a concise histogram along the
time axis [4]. The estimate of the standard deviation is derived by combining the statistical information stored in all
the buckets of the histogram. The memory required by this
method is O( 12 log|W |), where  is the maximum relative
error we wish to tolerate in the estimation, and |W | is the
size of the sliding window.

Combining Multiple Estimator Models: This allows us
to take the data distribution models of two different sensors
in the network and construct a single model that describes
the behavior of the data of both sensors. Our kernel estimators can be easily combined, and thus are well suited for our
framework. There are two quantities that we have to combine, the sample set, R, and the bandwidth of the kernel
function, B. We can combine the sample sets just by taking
their union. We may then reduce the size of the resulting set
by re-sampling, if necessary. In order to combine the bandwidths of two kernel functions, we only need to combine
the two standard deviations upon which the bandwidths depend. This is accomplished using the same techniques as
the ones for computing the standard deviation in a sliding
window of streaming data [4].
Comparing Distributions: We now discuss how to compare the distributions of the values of two different sensors.
To do that, we have to quantify the difference between two
distributions. Kullback-Liebler divergence D(p  q) [8], is
a well known and widely used technique, and is defined as
D(p  q) = y p(y)(logp(y) − logq(y)) where p(y) and
q(y) are probability distribution functions over y, and y is
drawn from a finite set Y . However, the measure is undefined when p(y) > 0 but q(y) = 0 for some y ∈ Y . The
KL − divergence is therefore not applicable to the density
distributions derived by kernel density estimation method,
because this method may assign probability of zero for regions in the domain of the values. We use a variation of the
KL-divergence, called the Jensen-Shannon divergence [20]
which is defined as follows
JS(p, q) =

1
[D(p  avg(p, q)) + D(q  avg(p, q))] (3)
2

where avg(p, q) is the average distribution (p(y) + q(y))/2.
We estimate the JS-distance between two kernel estimator models p(x) and q(x) as follows. We approximate the
estimated distribution with the values of the function with a
finite set of grid points b1 , b2 , . . . , bk , where bi+1 − bi = bs.
 x+y
Let Pp (x, y) = x−y p(x)dx (Pq is similar). We approximate the term D(p  avg(p, q)) in Equation 3 as follows
which can be done in O(k|R|) time:

D(p  avg(p, q)) =
Pp (bi , bs/2)×


i=1...k

log(Pp (bi , bs/2)) − log(



Pp (bi ,bs/2)+Pq (bi ,bs/2)
)
2

(4)

5. Distributed Detection of Homogeneous Regions (DDHR)
In this section we describe our technique for identifying homogeneous regions in a sensor field. Let us assume that each sensor si computes the values it observes,

vi , and that there exists a user-specified threshhold δ such
that two sensors are considered similar if JS(vi , vj ) ≤ δ.
To solve this problem, we have to cluster the sensors using the JS-divergence as a distance metric, thus identifying
groups of similar sensors. Let us first consider the bruteforce method where all the sensors transmit their pdf model
to the sink and the sensors are clustered based on their vi ,
i = 1, . . . , N . This method demands high amounts of energy since it requires transmission of the kernel samples and
the bandwidth from each sensor to the sink. Moreover, it incurs high latency in transmission due to the large number of
packets sent across the network. We propose a distributed
technique, where we detect homogeneous regions at each
cell in the grid, and then communicate only the summary
information of each cell to the leader in the next higher level
in the network.
The sensors at the lowest level of the communication tree
transmit their model parameters to their leader (as shown in
steps of part (a) in Figure 4). This is followed by the two
processes (Part (b) in Figure 4) described below:
1. Finding local regions within a cell: The leader of a
cell collects the vi from all the other sensors in the cell.
These density functions are then clustered according to
a clustering algorithm with JS-divergence as the distance
measure.
The density estimator models belonging to a cluster are
combined as described in Section 4, and the combined
model is chosen to be the representative of that cluster.
These representative estimator models are the local representatives of the homogeneous regions present inside the
cell. These local representatives are then communicated to
the leader at the next higher level. (We will use the term representative and representative distribution model synonymously.)
2. Finding homogeneous regions in the field: At any
intermediate level of communication, the leader sensor collects local representatives from all the four leaders at its immediate lower level. These representative estimator models
are then clustered. A new set of representative models for
each cluster is transmitted to the leader at the next higher
level (if any). Finally, at the sink, the combined estimator models of each cluster corresponds to one homogeneous
region present in the field. We denote these representative
models as region representatives.
We observe from the above two steps that only a few estimator models are clustered at a leader sensor, both at the cell
level and at any intermediate level. We conducted experiments to compare two different clustering algorithms hierarchical clustering and k-means in our context and found
that the hierarchical clustering approach gives better results.
Therefore, we use hierarchical clustering of the estimator
models to identify the homogeneous region within a cell,
and in the field.

Distributed Detection of homogeneous regions(DDHR)
(a) At sensor j where j is not a cell leader
(vj is the estimated pdf of the values observed at sensor j)
1. CRepsj ← vj
2. Send CRepsj to parent(j)
(b) At sensor i, where i is a cell leader (Ni denotes the
number of clusters obtained at sensor i, by grouping the
cluster representatives from its children. λik denotes
the representative pdf of the kth cluster observed at sensor i)
1. Receive [CRepsm ]m∈Children(i)
2. (λi1 , λi2 , ..., λiNi ) ← Cluster([CRepsm ]m∈Children(i) )
3. CRepsi ← (λi1 , λi2 , ..., λiNi )
4. if i is not the sink
5.
Send CRepsi to parent(i)
6. else
7.
Regions ← CRepsi

Figure 4. Outline of the detection algorithm.

The above steps for region identification are followed by
a label propagation process as described below. Homogeneous regions in the sensor field are identified by their representative estimator models. Each of these estimator models i.e. the global representatives, are assigned a unique label. The labels are then communicated to the individual sensors following the same communication tree, as described
below.
The sink and the leader nodes of each hierarchical level
stores the mapping of the cluster representatives transmitted from the lower level to the cluster representatives (of
the current level) that they are grouped under. The sink
now transmits pairs of (label, representativemodel) to
the children nodes. At any intermediate level, a leader receives label pair(s) from its parent, assigns labels to its children representatives and communicates them to its children.
This is repeated until the cell-leader level is reached. Thus,
at the end of this step, the cell leaders have label(s) corresponding to the field region(s) present in their cell.
For example, let (λs1 , λs2 , ..., λsNs ) be the cluster representatives at the sink. For each k, the sink maintains
a mapping of all the lower-level representatives C  ⊂
[CRepsm ]m∈Children(sink) grouped under λsk . The sink
communicates (k, λsk ) to C  (assuming k is the label for
the homogeneous region with representative representative
model λsk .). This process is repeated until the leaf level
sensors and the nodes are assigned labels accordingly.
We observe that there are two types of cells depending
on the number of homogeneous regions their leaders identify - boundary cells, and interior (homogeneous) cells. This
is illustrated with the highlighted cells in Figure 5(a). If
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Figure 5. (a) Region Detection: Sensors belonging to different regions are shown with different markers. The highlighted cells are the boundary-cells consisting of more than
one region. (b) Tracking: The dark nodes are the active
sensors i.e. the nodes within distance α from the estimated
boundary.
we know in advance that the homogeneous regions that we
want to identify are at least δ different from each other,
then we can determine if a cell is a boundary cell in the
initial steps of the algorithm in Figure 4. With hierarchical clustering algorithm, this is achieved by having a condition that two clusters should be combined at a stage when
JS(λj , λk ) < δ, where λj and λk are the representative
estimator models of the clusters.
If the cell leader has more that one representative model
after this step, it labels itself to be a boundary cell and transmits the representatives models of the local regions to the
leader at the next higher level. If on the other hand, the
step results in only one representative, the cell is assumed
to consist of only one homogeneous region, and the leader
sensor does not communicate the representative model to its
parent. We will refer to this variation of DDHR as DDHRSC.

6. Tracking of Homogeneous Regions
In many practical applications involving sensor networks, it is necessary to not only detect the homogeneous
regions, but also to track their spread over time. In our problem setup, the sink determines the homogeneous regions in
the sensor field and identifies the interesting region, for example, the region under the influence of the spill, that needs
to be tracked. It then transmits a query to the sensors to
track the spread of this region.
The spread of a region is characterized by some sensors getting added to the region and some others getting
removed. Therefore, it is required that we monitor the distribution of the observations at the sensors continuously to
determine the regions they belong to. A simple approach
to tracking the spread of a region is to iteratively detect the
regions with the technique discussed in Section 5.
Our approach is to compute the new region labels for the

sensors at the cell level leaders. This approach succeeds in
reducing the latency and energy consumption, by evading
transmission of model parameters to the sink sensor. However, the power analysis of sensors show that they dissipate
high amount of energy being alive (in mW compared to
µW for sleep), irrespective of whether they are measuring
the environmental phenomena or listening or transmitting.
Thus, we propose the following technique wherein only a
fraction of the sensors continue observing over the tracking
duration.

6.1. Tracking the boundary of the region
In this section, we propose a method to track the regions by approximating the region boundary with a boundary curve and alerting only the sensors that are within a distance α from the boundary curve to observe. The other sensors switch to sleep mode to conserve energy.
Distributed Detection of Boundary Lines: Once the sensors within the cells are assigned their global region labels
as described in Section 5, the cells that contain multiple homogeneous regions approximate the boundary between the
homogeneous regions by a line segment. In [7], the authors
employ a classifier based approach ([10]) to examine if a
sensor is located within certain threshold distance from the
boundary line (we will refer to this as LED-ClassifierLine).
In this section, we describe how we adapt the classifier
based method to approximate the boundary of the region
in a distributed way (DDBL). To simplify the discussion,
we assume there are at most two regions in a cell, Region 1
and Region 2, and the classifier in a linear classifier. Let Sg
be the set of sensors in cell g. Let the boundary line be of
the form l(a, b, c) = (ax + by + c = 0). For each sensor i
in Sg , let Fi be defined as

1 if i belongs to Region 1
Fi =
−1 if i belongs to Region 2
Classifier scoreCS(a, b, c) for line l is defined as
CS(a, b, c) = | i∈Sg Fi S(axi + byi + c)| where

 −1 if x ≤ 0
0 if x = 0
S(x) =

1 if x > 0
and (xi , yi ) is the location of sensor i. We consider lmax ,
the line with the highest classifier score, as the boundary
line within the cell. When a cell consists of more than two
homogeneous regions, boundary lines between all pairs of
regions can be approximated in a similar way.
Cell Borders as the Boundaries: An additional step is required in cases where the boundary between regions coincides with the borders of the cells. Two adjacent cells which
are completely inside two different homogeneous regions

will not detect a boundary between them with the above
boundary line detection method. Such boundary lines i.e.,
boundaries lying on the cell borders, are easily identified by
passing a message between the adjacent cells. In a field of
two regions, if a non-boundary cell shares a cell border with
another non-boundary cell, and if both of them have different region labels, the common cell border is identified as
the boundary line between the two regions. In a field with
more than two regions, this can be easily extended, where
each region label in a cell is checked against labels of its
adjacent cells.

6.2. Tracking Algorithm
Assuming we have an initial set of estimated region
boundary lines L0 at time t0 in the field, we estimate the
set of boundary lines L1 , L2 , . . . at the successive times
tτ , t2τ , . . . where τ is the time interval between successive
detections. The time interval τ is the time taken at a sensor
to observe a window W of values i.e., rτ = |W | where r is
the sample rate at the sensors.
Leader sensors of the boundary cells store information
about the boundary lines that are within their cells (or on
the cell borders). Given Li , the number of sensors alive for
estimating Li+1 can be minimized by keeping alive only
those sensors which are within a specified distance α from
any of the lines in Li . For the time duration tiτ to t(i+1)τ ,
we define the following active quantifier:
• Active zone: The area within a cell where for any point
P in the area, Euclidean Distance(P, lke ) < α for
some lik ∈ Li , where lik is the k th line in the set Li .
(Note here that lik is the line segments within the cell,
and not a line with infinite length.)
• Active sensor: if it lies within an active zone.
• Active cell: if any of the sensors within the cell is active.
Figure 6 illustrates the steps for updating the boundary
information during the time interval tiτ to t(i+1) τ . The active sensors continue observing during the time interval, and
obtain a new estimator model of their observations. The
leader sensor of an active cell receives the new estimator
models and relabels the active sensors as shown in Steps
2-4 of the Algorithm (b). The function ClosestRepresentative is implemented by a simple look up table of distances
from all the region representatives. The corresponding label of the closest representative is assigned to the sensor
under consideration. When the new labels of a sensor are
different from the labels during the earlier time interval, the
leader sensor transmits this information to the sink.
Once all the sensors are assigned new labels, a new
boundary line within the cell is estimated. If all the sensors

Distributed Tracking of homogeneous regions during
(i + 1)th time step
(a) At an active sensor j where j is not a cell leader
1. vj ← Estimator model measurements during tiτ to t(i+1)τ
2. send vj to parent(j)
(b) At a sensor k where k is the leader of an active cell
1. Receive [vj ]j∈Children(k) from active children
2. for each j ∈ Children(k) where j is an active sensor
3.
λ = ClosestRepresentative(vj )
4.
Labeli+1 (j) ← RegionLabel(λ)
5.
if (Labeli+1 (j) = Labeli (j))
6.
transmit Labeli (j) to parent(k)
7. Get new boundary line
8. Alert current active sensors to continue observing and
other sensors to sleep

Figure 6. Outline of the tracking algorithm.

within a cell have same label, the leader sensor communicates (as discussed earlier) with leaders of neighboring cell
to check if any of its border is a boundary line. All member
sensors within a distance α from the boundary line are set
as active sensors and they are alerted to continue observing over the next time interval. With DDHR-SC, the methods described for detecting and tracking boundary lines are
modified as follows. (a) The non-boundary cells are not
labeled with the label back propagation step. Therefore,
the boundaries which coincide with the cell borders are detected by comparing the representatives of the straddling
cells, and not by comparing the labels. (b) During tracking, the region label pairs [k, λk ] are communicated along
with the boundary line information to the neighboring cells.
This enables the neighbor cell to label all the member sensors with the label information received, and alert the active
sensors, if any, to observe.
While the above method conserves energy and reduces
delay in tracking, any new regions (or holes) that evolve during the tracking process are not identified and are grouped
with the existing region that is closest in terms of the estimator model. A typical example is tracking of oil spills
where the concentration of the spill may decrease with time
when the spill spreads over a wide area. In such a scenario,
the new regions (i.e. the new concentration) are detected by
having the system run the detection algorithm periodically.
The frequency of this is computed based on the availability
of the resources and the requirements of the tracking application.

7. Experimental Evaluation
Implementation. We built a simulator to evaluate our
framework, implemented on top of the TAG [25] simulator. Specifically, we use the TAG simulator infrastructure in
order to define the topology of the network and the type of
messages exchanged, to disseminate queries, and to gather
statistics. We also made the necessary modifications to enable the hierarchical organization of the nodes in the sensor
network. We build the network hierarchy as described in
Section 3.
Our implementation required 5, 000 lines of Java code.
However, the code that implements our algorithm has very
small footprint. For instance, the kernel density estimation,
detection and tracking module (that is, the code that would
have to run on a sensor to implement our algorithms) required a total of 200 lines of Java code.
For the experiments, the default value of the number of
sensors is 1000 and they are assumed to be positioned at
random locations in a square field of side 100m. We assume that the field consists of two regions R1 and R2 with
their representatives (distribution functions) as N1 and N2
respectively. The distance between the regions dR1 ,R2 is
the JS-divergence between the representatives.
We generate measurements at sensors based on the representative distribution function of the homogeneous region
they geographically belong to. In our experiments, each
sensor keeps a window of 50 values of the observed feature.
For the experiments, we consider regions of elliptical
(R1 is inside the ellipse and R2 is outside the ellipse) and
linear (R1 and R2 on either side of the line) boundaries.
Accuracy of detecting homogeneous regions: In the first
set of experiments, we evaluate the accuracy of the distributed detection algorithm (DDHR). We compare the accuracy with a centralized approach based on [9], where
a multi-variate Gaussian model built from the data seen so
far is used for detecting the homogeneous regions. We consider the Gaussian pdf over n sensors, p(X1 , X2 , ..., Xn ).
The pdf is expressed in two parameters: length-n vector of
means, µ and a n × n matrix of covariances, Σ. We detect
the homogeneous groupings of the n sensors as follows.
1. For each pair of sensors (i, j), calculate the probability of both the sensors having the same measurement,
 ∞  xi + within a confidence limit of , as
p(Xi , Xj )dxj dxi where P (Xi , Xj ) is the
−∞ xi −
density when p(X1 , X2 , ..., Xn ) is marginalized or
projected over sensors Xi and Xj . This probability
is a measure of similarity between the sensors i and j.
2. Cluster the sensors based on this similarity measure.
We refer to the above method as Gaussian-Fit and compare
the performance of DDHR and Gaussian-Fit approaches
based on the metric percentage of mislabeled sensors.

Figures 7(a) and (b) show the percentage of mislabeled
sensors as a function of distance between the two regions
dR1 ,R2 , for various sample sizes, where the representative
distributions are Gaussians and Zipfian. The accuracy of
DDHR and Gaussian-Fit depends on the number of observations used to build the pdf estimator. We consider the case
where 50% and 70% of the total measurements observed
are used. It can be seen that as the distance between the
representatives of the regions, dR1 ,R2 decreases, i.e., as the
regions become less distinguishable, more observations are
required in order to accurately detect the homogeneous regions. For example, with DDHR, to obtain a 95% accuracy
in labeling, we require only 50 observation if the distance
between the regions is greater than 0.0035, whereas 70 observations are required if the distance between the regions
is 0.003.
The figures also show that, as expected, Gaussian-Fit
performs better than DDHR when the underlying distributions of the regions are Gaussians. However it fails to detect
the homogeneous regions when the underlying distributions
of the regions are Zipfian.
Communication Overhead: In the next set of experiments we compare the energy consumed for homogeneous
region detection by DDHR and DDHR-SC, compared to
the centralized approach (i.e., all the sensors communicate their estimated density parameters directly to the sink
node). We use a simple energy model where the radio dissipates Eelec = 50nJ/bit to run the transmitter or receiver
circuitry and amp = 100pJ/bit/m2 for transmission to
achieve an acceptable signal to noise ratio. The sensors
communicate through multi-hop communication.
We vary the sensor density of the field from 0.05
sensors/sq.m. to 0.15 sensors/sq.m to study the scalability of the algorithms with respect to energy consumption.
In the experiments, 50% of the measurements (i.e, 400 bits)
at each sensor are communicated as the kernel sample. The
region boundary is circular with radius 20m and is centered
at (62.5, 62.5).
Figure 7(c) shows the percentage of energy saved with
DDHR and DDHR-SC compared to centralized detection of
homogeneous regions with Gaussian-Fit. Due to the local
clustering at each cell with DDHR, only the representatives
of the clusters are communicated across the network saving
57% to 72% of the total energy dissipated when all the sensors communicate their estimator models to the sink. In the
case where only the boundary cells communicate their estimated density (DDHR-SC), we observe savings between
66% to 76%. The figure also illustrates that our detection
algorithm scales well with the increase in sensor density in
the field.
Figure 8 shows the energy consumed for boundary detection with our distributed approach (DDBL) and
with the classifier line approach described in [7] (LED-
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for various data sample sizes (SS), where (a) the representative distributions are Gaussians (b) the representative distributions are
Zipfian. (c) Energy savings with DDHR and DDHR-SC compared to centralized detection of homogeneous regions.
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ClassifierLine). The energy consumed in DDBL includes
(a) the energy required for communicating the label information between cell leaders and sensors within the cells,
and (b) the energy required for communication across straddling cell leaders to check if the common border is a boundary.
In LED-ClassifierLine, each sensor collects label information from all the sensors within a probing radius P R, to
identify if it is within a tolerance radius r from the boundary
line. The accuracy of the method increased with increase in
PR
PR
r . The authors show in [7] that a value of r = 2 yields
boundary detection rate of 90% or better. We assign the
value of r to be equal to the communication range R, as in
[7].
Figure 8 illustrates that DDBL is superior to LEDClassifierLine in terms of energy consumption. This is due
to the fact that, in DDBL, the cell leaders collect label information from the sensors within the corresponding cells and
determine the boundary line whereas LED-ClassifierLine
involves multiple communication across all the sensors to
detect the boundary.
Delay in Tracking: In the first set of experiments for tracking, we evaluated the delays in tracking a region of interest.

We compared the delay incurred while tracking a plume
with the following approaches (i) All-Nodes, where a region is tracked by continuously querying the system to detect regions, (ii) All-Cells, where the labels are assigned at
cell level, (iii) NC-Observe, where only the sensors in the
boundary cells and their neighbor cells continue observing
and report label updates and (iv) α-Nodes, where we track
the boundary line of the region as described in Section 6.2
(with α = 5).
In the experiments, the default value for the number of
levels in the communication hierarchy is 4 and the communication radius is 30m. Delays are caused due to the
transmission of values from the nodes to their leaders and
the time delay between tracking. Figure 9(a) illustrates the
delays for various values of node density of the field. We
observe that the delay for All-Nodes is 3 to 5 times higher
than that obtained with the other approaches. This is expected since in the other approaches the new labels are computed locally, reducing the traffic in the system reduces significantly when compared to All-Nodes where the estimator
models are transmitted to the sink for computation of the
labels. Figures 9(b) and (c) present the delays for various
values of communication radio range R and the number of
levels in the communication hierarchy (which in turn determines the average number of nodes in a cell). We observe that localized computation of labels is a very efficient
approach toward reducing the delay during tracking of regions.
Tracking Accuracy: In our next set of experiments we
evaluate the accuracy of our tracking technique in terms of
the percentage of mislabeled sensors during successive time
intervals of tracking. The accuracy in assigning correct labels to the sensors depends on (a) the ratio of the rate of
spread of boundary to α, (b) accuracy of the linear approximation of the boundary between the regions inside cells,
(c) distance between the representatives dR1 ,R2 and (d) the
shape of the boundary.
We consider regions of dR1 ,R2 > 0.005 so that the simi-
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Figure 10. (a) Percentage of mislabeled sensors when varying the plume spreading speed. Tracking a plume ((b) and (c)).
larity between the homogeneous regions does not contribute
to the error. (Refer to Figure 7(a).) Boundary lines within
cells are approximated using the DDBL method described
in Section 6.1.
Figure 10(a) shows the percentage of mislabeled sensors
while tracking a plume centered at (62.5, 62.5), for various
values of the speed (i.e. the rate of spread) of the plume
(results for different plumes are similar, and are omitted for
brevity.) α is kept constant at 5m and the rate of spread of
the plume is varied between 1.25m and 10m per time interval of tracking. We run the experiment until the plume
spreads out of the sensor field. The accuracy of tracking the
plume decreases with increasing plume speed and is less
than 15% when the speed of the plume is less than 5m.
There is a significant increase in the percentage of mislabeled sensors when the speed increases from 5 to 6.25. This
is due to the fact that when the rate of spread of the plume
is greater than α, the region boundary spreads beyond the
set of live sensors, and thus becomes infeasible to track the
boundary with high accuracy.
Figures 10(b), (c) show the percentage of mislabeled
sensors while tracking the plume for various values of α.
The speed of the plume is kept constant at 5m per time interval of tracking. As the boundary of the plume spreads out of
the field after time instance 7, the experiment is conducted
only till time instance 7. We observe in Figure 10(b) that the
error remains below 17% for α = 5m, 7.5m or 10m. Fig-

ure 10(c) shows the percentage of sensors alive while tracking the plume. The figure shows that only a maximum of
33% of the sensors are alive during tracking with α = 10m,
while 52% of the sensors are alive with N C − Observe.
We observe from the experiments that while all localized
computation approaches are efficient in reducing the tracking delays, tracking in terms of the boundary of the region,
with only α-nodes being alive, play a significant role in reducing the energy consumption of the system. Moreover
the error due to tracking in terms of the boundary is under
5%, with favorable values for the parameter α. Thus our approach is efficient in tracking the regions in real time while
reducing the energy consumption of the system.

8. Conclusion
This paper introduces the problem of identifying and
tracking homogeneous regions in a sensor field. We present
distributed techniques for clustering together sensors with
similar observations over a time interval. We estimate the
pdf of the data observed in each sensor and propose a distributed approach to clustering the pdf s from all the sensors to obtain homogeneous regions, and to efficiently track
their boundaries in real-time. We experimentally evaluate
and validate the performance of our approach.
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